WHAT STOOD OUT TO ME TODAY WAS…
 What oxytocin and dopamine do to men and women.
 The example of the tape and how your actions affect not only you but the others around
you for your whole lifetime.
 How you don’t have symptoms when you have STDs so you have to test to be sure.
 Their point of view.
 Everything stood out to me today.
 Everything. Talking about love and how you feel. Talking about how much I’m worth.
 Don’t trust the magical tingly feeling you get in your body or in your head. It’s never
too late to start over.
 The viruses that can be transmitted.
 To be careful and to take responsibility because of the risks I take in the future and to plan
out ahead.




































The STD talk.
Possibility that could happen.
To be safe. That love is not magic — that’s just hormones.
Everything, and to not have sex until I’m ready.
Possibility it could happen.
How serious Karen is about sex.
Sex gives many diseases.
All the different type os sexually transmitted diseases.
That things won’t just affect me.
How having sex young can lead to STDs/STIs and can cause unfaithfulness.
Girls get oxytocin instead of dopamine.
That people could have a lot of diseases that people lie about.
I learned about the impact of porn and more than 90% of sex trafficked people are forced
to make porn. And that even if you use condoms that won’t help with the diseases, you
could still catch it.
To try to stay a virgin as long as possible and to try to stay away from porn.
It was about the sexually transmitted infections and how they went through them.
That some male and female infections can’t be tested for.
All the types of risks there is.
That you aborted your only baby.
If I have sex at a young age I could be at risk for getting STDs.
Just because you don’t think it will happen doesn’t mean it won’t happen.
That it will affect us and your partner.
What stood out to me is the way a girl gets oxytocin.
That you can get all kinds of sexual infections.
How sex affects relationships.
What stood out to me was using condoms still could get you diseases.
Oxytocin and dopamine.
The thing about the sticky tape, and the consequences of having sex.
That condoms don’t protect all viruses.
How the brain is affected when watching porn.
That you can get infected no matter what.
Something that stood out to me was the relationship advice she talked to us about.
What stood out to me was how having se with the wrong person can lead to many risks.
What stood out to me today was I learned how things go in a sex life.

I would also like to say to Karen or Jim…


Thank you for helping me understand.
































Thank you and seeing how much you love each other. Thank you. I see things different
now.
This was not helpful. Very one-sided way of thinking and sarcastic.
Why when you have Chlamydia you can have kids? (Note from Karen: It causes blockage and damage in the fallopian tubes.) This really made a difference and I will wait because I’m worth waiting for.
Thanks for telling me the risks and consequences that I could get if I am sexually active and
what could happen.
Y’all nice. =) This had good information but the sex talk with my mom was better.
Thank you for teaching is the littlest and biggest things.
My table is worth $5 million!
It was informative.
Thank you for giving us this knowledge.
I’m glad you guys love story found its path the way it did. It changes everything I
thought about sex.
That it was a good talk and it helped me understand the risks.
I would like to tell Karen that I’m not sexually active.
That I really enjoyed your story. I love how you are in love and you made sacrifices that
you can’t get back, and have STDs you can’t get rid of.
Thanks for coming and teaching us about sex, STDs and relationships.
I will try to stay a virgin as long as I can and keep my standards high.
Thank you for this talk.
Thank you for telling the truth, for being honest.
Thank you for telling us about all the risks and I will remember what would happen if I had
sex at a young age.
How it does happen.
Your talk made me want to wait for sex.
That how condoms can break.
People telling Karen that they tested clean.
Thanks for teaching me about everything and I will be more careful.
This was very different from any other sex talk because it sowed what the consequences
you have and explained everything.
Thank you for teaching me this.
I want to thank Ms. Karen and Mr. Jim for advice that helped me understand this better.
Karen and Jim’s sex talk was really understandable. It made me aware of things.
Thank you for taking your time to come and share your stories.

